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Church and Mission: Reflections on 
Contextualization and the Third 

Horizon 

D.A. CARSON 

A. INTRODUCTION 

No work proposing to discuss some of the more disputed 
biblical themes relating to the church can afford to ignore 
the current ferment over the mission of the church. The 
field is vast and the disputed areas many; but this essay 
focuses on the interface between the new hermeneutic and 
contextualization. Before addressing such matters directly, 
however, it may be worth mentioning a couple of other 
matters that impinge deeply on the current discussion over 
mission, even if they cannot be probed here. 

First, in the contemporary climate the notions of evangel
ism and mission are deeply offensive to some. Many Western 
theologians consider the idea of winning people to Christ a 
parochial vestige of past imperialism; and not a few 'third 
world' theologians agree. A recent volume by the Chaplain 
of the University of Kent,! for instance, argues against 
both exclusivism and inclusivism, and for the pluralism 
represented by Ernst Troeltsch, W. E. Hocking, Arnold 
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Toynbee, Paul Tillich and John Hick. Another recent vol
ume records discussion on such points amongst participants 
from a broad theological spectrum. 2 There is little agree
ment; but what becomes readily apparent is that the most 
fundamental division of opinion has more to do with the 
authority status of revelation than with mission theory itself. 
Those who hold that God has revealed himself proposition
ally in the Scriptures, and definitively in the person and 
work of Jesus the Messiah, emphasize mission; those who 
argue that the religion of the Bible has no authority or 
revelatory status above the documents or traditions of other 
religions tend to de-emphasize mission. Of course, there are 
many mediating positions. It is common to stress the light 
given to all men (a variation on the argument of Acts 17) 
and affirm that Christianity preserves the highest revelation, 
not the only revelation. In itself, the argument is innocuous 
enough, and few thoughtful conservatives would wish to 
disagree with it;3 but it easily becomes the justification for 
the dubious theory of the anonymous Christian - and, pace 
Karl Rahner,4 it is hard to see how that theory can fail to 
vitiate at least the urgency of mission. Senior and Stuhlmuel
ler have recently tried to ground Christian mission in the 
sense of mission exemplified in the early church;5 but despite 
the many useful insights in their work, their mediating 
position is rather more historical in its orientation than an 
attempt to determine what is in any sense normative for the 
church today. And much as conservatives may disagree with 
his conclusions, S. G. Wilson is nevertheless right in his 
analysis: 

. . . we must face squarely the central, obstinate fact of 
[Paul's] christological exc1usivism. Ifwe leave this untouched 
then we shall, like Barth, remain essentially faithful to Paul. 
For many, however, his exc1usivism h~s to be abandoned 
and his absolutism relativized. And Paul, of course, does not 
stand alone. The rest of the New Testament and most forms 
of Christianity since share essentially the same view ... We 
are engaged, therefore, in no mean undertaking but can at 
least take comfort in the thought that we are dealing with the 
central issue. For if the challenge of other religions affected 
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only the peripheral parts of Christian tradition ... the prob
lem could readily be resolved at least for those who are 
already satisfied that they can be reinterpreted or jettisoned 
without loss. We are dealing, however, with the heart of 
Paul's gospel ... 6 

It would take us beyond the scope of this paper to attempt 
to justify, exegetically and epistemologically, the view that 
biblical Christianity is a uniquely revealed and authoritative 
non-negotiable; but even these brief remarks may help us to 
see that behind the hermeneutical questions there sometimes 
lurk even more fundamental questions about the authority 
status of biblical Christianity. 

Second, a large number of technical essays on the New 
Testament have reached conclusions that put a substantial 
distance between any commandment of Jesus and the actual 
cross-cultural evangelistic practices of the early church. For 
instance, both Best7 and Scobie8 argue that although Jesus 
allowed Gentiles some participation in the blessings he 
inaugurated and envisaged, he authorised no Gentile mis
sion. The post-resurrection 'great commission' records can
not be treated as the commands of the historical Jesus 
(especially in Scobie's thought); and the actual impetus to 
evangelize Gentiles is thought to have originated with the 
Hellenists who scattered from Jerusalem after the martyr
dom of Stephen. There can be no fundamental objection to 
the historical analysis of where such cross-cultural (or, bet
ter, cross-racial) evangelism was first practised; but slightly 
different application of critical thought might happily con
clude that the ultimate impetus goes back to Jesus himself -
and behind him to a host of Old Testament texts understood 
in the light of the person and work of Christ. The narrower 
focus of Best and Scobie and others tends to reduce the 
urgency of such evangelism by making it in its origins almost 
a sectarian enterprise. 

Of course, it is true that there is no good evidence that 
the church as a whole, after the resurrection and ascension, 
promptly set out to obey the great commission. 9 Much of 
their witness was the overflow of their life in the Spirit. But 
this fact cannot reasonably be used against the relative 
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importance of the great commission; for even after Pentecost 
the church had to go through repeated struggles in order to 
come to grips with such matters as the relationship between 
the Mosaic covenant and the new one promised by Jeremiah 
and inaugurated by their Lord before his death, or the 
precise force the law of Moses was to have in this new 
eschatological situation - even though such matters had 
been dealt with, sometimes directly and sometimes in sym
bol-laden language and acts, py the Master himself in the 
days of his flesh. Both Acts and the epistles testify to the 
fact that, guided by the Spirit, the early church grew in its 
understanding of its message and task, This means that we 
dare not seek to limit our grasp of that message or task 
by focusing too narrowly on some early period where the 
church's understanding was still immature. 

Numerous other questions spring to mind, but they can
not be addressed here. I need only mention that there are 
many useful books that attempt to give a theology of mission, 
a biblical foundation for the enterprise;lO and in addition 
there are a few more recent works that deal sensitively and 
powerfully with the relationship between 'doing justice and 
preaching grace'.l1 One might also mention recent works 
analysing Paul's mission theology and practice,12 a penetrat
ing doctoral dissertation on Paul's self-understanding of his 
vocation,13 another that sheds considerable light on one of 
the reasons why Paul was able to operate effectively in 
so many cultures - namely his careful training of and 
partnership with local co-workers,14 an essay that explores 
the extent to which even Paul's theology finds its genesis in 
mission,1s and, conversely, another essay that calls contem
porary theology back to its central missiological task. 16 All 
of this is only to say that we are in a period of immense 
ferment over the subject of missions; and the complexity of 
the issues and the diversity of viewpoints loads even the 
narrow subject of communication to the third horizon with 
cumbersome and interrelated problems. 

We may begin with some elementary observations on the 
new hermeneutic. Older hermeneutical models focused on 
the processes by which the interpreter, the 'subject', inter
preted the text, the 'object'. The unwitting premise was very 
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often the historical positivism of von Ranke. The 'new 
hermeneutic' posits a 'hermeneutical circle' between the 
interpreter and the text. When the interpreter in attempting 
to understand the text asks questions of the text, the ques
tions themselves emerge out of the limitations that character
ize the interpreter; and therefore the responses that the 
interpreter hears the text giving are skewed to fit his own 
grid. Inevitably, however, those responses in turn shape the 
interpreter, and make him marginally different from what 
he was before he approached the text. Therefore the next 
time the interpreter asks questions of the text, the questions 
emerge from a slightly different matrix than did the first set 
of questions; and therefore the new responses will be skewed 
to a slightly different grid. Thus not only is the interpreter 
interpreting the text, but the text is 'interpreting' the 
interpreter. And this interchange can go on and on, setting 
up a 'hermeneutical circle'. In this model, understanding 
does not depend in any important way on a grasp of the 
referents of words, but emerges out of the heart of language 
itself. Mere words kill; advocates of the new hermeneutic 
speak of 'language poisoning'. Authentic understanding 
takes place when a text so 'interprets' the interpreter that a 
flash of insight occurs, a kind of revelatory experience, a 
'language-event' (Sprachereignis). 

There is much to be learned from the new hermeneutic. 
We human beings cannot escape either our sinfulness or our 
finiteness; and both are guaranteed to make the matrix out 
of which our questions emerge different from the matrix of 
every other human being. There is a 'horizon of understan
ding' unique to each individual. Pushed too far, of course, 
the new hermeneutic must result in the unqualified subjec
tivity of all knowledge - even that of the more radical 
skeptics who try to convince us by their writings that they 
are right. How then may two individuals communicate? How 
mayan interpreter discover 'the meaning' of a text, without 
succumbing to a theory that postulates unqualified polyva
lence of meaning - a different meaning for each interpreter, 
and indeed for the same interpreter at each new approach 
to the text? The solution seems to be along the following 
lines. 
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Each knower must begin with thoughtful 'distanciation', 
i.e. a careful distancing of himself and his own 'horizon of 
understanding' from that of the text or of the other person, 
in order to hear what the text or the other person is saying 
with as little interference as possibile from the knower's 
own mental baggage. By coming to understand the many 
differences between one's horizon of understanding and the 
horizon of understanding of the text or of the other person, 
it becomes possible to make appropriate allowances. If the 
knower then tries to put himself or herself into the other's 
place as it were (or, to use the modern jargon, if the knower 
attempts to fuse his horizon of understanding with that of 
the text), there is less danger of major semantic distortion. 
The hermeneutical circle becomes a hermeneutical spiral, 
enabling the interpreter, the knower, to approach the mean
ing of the text asymptotically.17 

We have thus been,introduced to two 'horizons' - the 
horizon of understanding of the knower or interpreter, and 
the horizon of understanding of the text. Contemporary 
discussion of mission, however, goes a step farther and deals 
with the 'third horizon' - viz, the horizon of understanding 
of the group or people being evangelized. The first horizon 
is that of the biblical documents or, as some would have it, 
of the first gene~ation of Christian believers as that perspec
tive is preserved in the New Testament. The second horizon 
is ours - i.e. that of established Christians who seek to 
understand the Scriptures. There are, of course, some major 
hurdles to cross if we are to understand the Scriptures 
aright - if we are going to fuse our own 'horizon of under
standing' with that of the text so as to arrive at an accurate 
understanding of that text. Similar hurdles also present 
themselves when we try to cross from the second horizon 
to the third: in short, when we try to evangelize and teach 
the content of Scripture to another group or people. Indeed, 
the greater the cultural gap between the evangelizing church 
and the target people (or, otherwise put, between the second 
and the third horizon), the greater the potential for massive 
distortion of the message. 

Two preliminary caveats should be entered at once. First, 
the terminology just introduced already masks a considerable 
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oversimplification. It is rare to find a Christian who has been 
converted simply by reading the New Testament. More 
commonly there has been at least one intermediary and 
perhaps there have been many - other Christians who have 
presented, Christ to him and borne witness to the truth of 
biblical Christianity in their own lives. Therefore the person 
whom we now label as belonging to the second horizon at 
o~e time belonged to the third - or even the fourth, fifth, 
slxth or nth. And even if someone becomes a believer simply 
by reading the Bible, without any human intermediary, in 
one sense there were intermediaries involved in the Bible 
translation that made the Scriptures available to him in his 
own language. I shall return briefly to this question at the 
end of this paper; but for the moment it is enough to 
note the complexities while nevertheless using the simplified 
terminology. Second, although there are many important 
parallels between, on the one hand, the move from the first 
to the second horizon, and, on the other, the move from the 
second to the third horizon, so far as the difficulties in 
communication are concerned, there is nevertheless one 
important distinction. In the former, the onus is on what 
we might call the receptor - i.e. on the person belonging 
to the second horizon; for it is that person who is trying to 
understand the Scriptures. But in passing from the second 
horizon to the third, the onus is on what we might call the 
donor - i.e. on the person who is trying to communicate 
the message. That person is still at the level of the second 
horizon. 

If there are ambiguities surrounding the 'third horizon' 
terminology, they are nothing compared with the range of 
meaning ascribed to 'contextualization'. In this instance, 
however, definition stands at the very heart of the issue, 
since it is determined by the entire synthesis that is adopted. 
It seems wise therefore to approach 'contextualization' a 
little more inductively. I shall not attempt to sketch in what 
I understand by the term, and how it relates to the third 
horizon, until the closing pages of this paper. This much at 
least may be said: the term is very slippery. At one point it 
was indistinguishable from 'experimental theology';18 but it 
soon came to serve as the term that commonly supersedes 
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'indigenization' . The latter was frequently summarized 
under the 'three selfs': an indigenous church is self-support
ing, self-governing and self-propagating. 'Contextualization' 
goes beyond this to include the notion that the church is 
doing its own theology in its own context. Broadly speaking 
there are two brands of contextualization. The first assigns 
control to the context; the operative term is praxis, which 
serves as a controlling grid to determine the meaning of 
Scripture. The second assigns the control to Scripture, but 
cherishes the 'contextualization' rubric because it reminds 
us the Bible must be thought about, translated into and 
preached in categories relevant to the particular cultural 
context. 

The concerns of the new hermeneutic and of contextualiz
ation have thus begun to merge. Both are concerned with 
the difficulties inherent in passing content from one knower 
to another, or from a text to an interpreter. To put the 
matter another way, the theoretical and practical difficulties 
in moving from the first horizon to the second remain in 
place when moving from the second to the third. Indeed, as 
we have seen, a new difficulty is introduced. In the models 
we have used, when communication takes place form the 
first horizon to the second, the burden of responsibility rests 
with the second (i.e. the receptor); but when communication 
takes place from the second horizon to the third, the burden 
of responsibility still rests with the second - now the donor. 
Tha! stands at the heart of missionary endeavour. 

It is important to recognise how innovative these modern 
concerns for the third horizon really are. Fewer than twenty 
years ago, it was possible to publish a hefty volume on 
evangelism and mission and never mention the hermeneuti
cal difficulties involved in communicating the gospel to the 
thire} horizon. 19 But today a tremendous amount of energy 
in missiological circles is poured into problems connected 
with contextualization. 

This phenomenon manifests itself in many ways. It is 
seen not only in endless journal articles, many of them more 
or less popular, that tell how some missionary or other 
overcame an unforeseen cultural or linguistic hurdle,20 but 
in, a long stream of major articles and books that tackle 
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the question head-on. 21 Popular books relate how a proper 
understanding of a local culture make possible the effective 
communication of the gospel;22 and more serious studies 
grapple with the relationships between Christianity and 
culture.23 Technical works on cultural anthropology and its 
relation to mission abound; and the work of Wycliffe Bible 
Translators and the United Bible Societies continues to pour 
out a stream of technical monographs and books, some of 
which have become standard texts for new generations of 
seminary students. 24 Various theological syntheses are being 
produced in the 'third world' ;25 and experts are applying 
insights from contextualization theory to related questions 
such as TEE (theological education by extension) pro
grammes.26 None of this means there is widespread agree
ment. Far from it: there is massive theological and methodo
logical disarray in the area. The sole point to be made at the 
moment is that the subject is everywhere being discussed. 

In order to keep the subject narrowly focused, the rest of 
this paper proceeds in dialogue with the influential article 
of Daniel von Allmen on the birth of theology. 27 Some essays 
capture a mood or put into words what many others have 
been struggling to articulate. When such essays are publi
shed, they immediately gain assent and wide recognition
not necessarily because they are cogent or their arguments 
unassailable, but because they burst onto the theological 
scene just at the time when they seem to confirm the opinions 
of many readers. Apparently, something like that has hap
pened to von Allmen's important essay; and so it provides 
a suitable backdrop to the following reflections on the third 
horizon. 

In what follows I shall first of all summarize von Allmen's 
arguments, and then proceed to a discussion of exegetical 
and methodological problems associated with his work. 
Finally, I shall try to assess von Allmen's judgment of the 
kind of contextualization that ought to take place as one 
attempts to evangelize people of the third horizon, and 
conclude with some slightly broader formulations. 28 
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B. A SUMMARY OF VON ALLMEN'S ARTICLE 

At the heart of von Allmen's thesis is his argument that 
the correct model of contextualization is already provided 
for us in the New Testament. It is this feature that makes his 
work so crucial. Von Allmen's essay was itself a response
indeed, a response to a response. The late Byang Kato had 
responded to the growing dangers he perceived in the work 
of such African theologians as Harry Sawyer and John 
Mbiti.29 Emerging as the dominant evangelical voice in 
African theology before his untimely death,30 Kato had 
detected in certain strands of African theology what he 
variously called 'Christo-paganism, syncretism or universa
lism' and in which he saw 'a real threat to the future 
evangelical church' of Africa. 31 Against this protest, von 
Allmen suggests Kato is too tied to Western theology. Von 
Allmen sets out 'not only to reaffirm that an African theology 
is necessary, but also to show how it is possible on the basis 
of a true fidelity to the New Testament'.32 In other words, 
the force of von Allmen's criticism of Kato is that he is not 
biblical enough, and that Scripture itself authorises the kind 
of contextualization von Allmen advocates. 

Von Allmen turns to the New Testament, and begins by 
assuming that the 'Judaic, that is Semitic, character of the 
Christian faith at its birth is beyond question'. 33 Within one 
generation, however, the church found its firmest footing on 
Hellenistic soil. Von Allmen therefore proposes to discover 
'what were the forces behind this Hellenization of Christian
ity, and what sort of people were its first exponents'. 34 

Von Allmen distinguishes three movements, almost stages 
based on three types of people. The first is the missionary 
movement. This explosion came about without the initiation 
by the Jerusalem 'pillars' (Gal. 2:9); indeed, the Aramaic
speaking apostles were caught unawares by these develop
ments. What happened rather was that 'Philip and his Hellen
ist brothers saw in the persecution that was scattering them 
a divine call to preach the gospel outside the limits of 
Jerusalem' .35 This was partly because they had the linguistic 
competence: they were at home in Greek and familiar with 
the LXX. Even at this stage, however, this Hellenistic 
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'missionary' movem.ent was not a missionary movement in 
any modern sense. No one was being commissioned or sent. 
It was simply 'a work of evangelism undertaken under 
the pressure of external events (of persecution) that were 
understood to be providential'. 36 All of this suggests to von 
Allmen that in this 'first adaptation of Christianity to a new 
context', although there was a 'missionary thrust' it was not 
the thrust of people from one culture evangelizing the people 
of another, but the spread of Christian witness from Hellenis
tic Christians to Hellenists. In other words: 

No true 'indigenization or contextualization' can take place 
because foreigners, the 'missionaries', suggest it; on the con
trary, true indigenization takes place only because the 'indi
genous' church has itself become truly missionary, with or 
without the blessing of the 'missionaries'. 37 

The second movement is that of 'translators'. In one sense, 
as von Allmen rightly points out, no translation was needed. 
The 'missionaries' and those being evangelized shared Greek 
as a common language, and even a Greek Bible, the Septuag
int. What concerns von Allmen here is something else: viz., 
'the manner in which the Hellenists, who had received the 
Gospel from the lips of Aramaic Christians, translated it 
into Greek for the pagans. By Gospel I mean here, therefore, 
the living preaching' . 38 Von Allmen uses form critical theor~ 
and appeals to I Cor. 15:3-5, I I to insist that the Hellenists 
were not free-lances: there were limits to how far they could 
digress from the tradition that had come to them. But a 
telling step came, he says, when the Hellenistic believers 
chose kyrios to render Hebrew rabbi and Aramaic mario The 
result was a title for Jesus that served simultaneously as, 
among Jews, a Greek transcription of the divine Name, 
and, among others, as the word used to pay honour to the 
Emperor. This is the pre-Pauline history of the title. Von 
Allmen asks: 

Was it a fatal slip? Criminal truckling to the Greeks and 
Romans? Paul does not look at it in that way, since he makes 
this very title of Lord the centre of his theology. In any case, 
there can be no talk of truckling when to confess 'Jesus is 
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Lord' exposed one to persecution for refusing Caesar the 
honour he claimed for himself. 39 

What all this assumes, von Allmen argues, is that 'the 
"native" preachers were bold enough ... to be themselves, 
while remaining faithful to the foundations of the faith they 
had received, to sift critically the received vocabulary in 
order to express themselves intelligently to their linguistic 
brothers'.4o 

The third movement was the rise, not of theologians, but 
of poets - i.e. those whose work assisted the church in its 
indigenous worship. Von Allmen approves the thesis of 
Schlink, that 'the basic structure of God-talk is not the 
doctrine of God but the worship of God'.41 We may examine 
this movement, he says, by studying some of the hymns 
preserved in the Pauline epistles. Von Allmen selects as his 
test case Phil. 2:6-1 I. He prints it in poetic format, putting 
in parentheses the bits that many scholars hold to be Pauline 
redaction. Von Allmen's chief point with respect to this 
hymn, however, is that the parallelism between 'taking the 
position of a slave' and 'becoming like a man' (2:7) is not a 
Jewish or Jewish-Christian idea at all; for among them a 
man was not considered to be a slave. 'It is for the Greeks, 
particularly at this late date, that man is a slave, bound hand 
and foot in submission to all-powerful Destiny' .42 Moreover, 
von Allmen argues, 'it would be possible to find in the 
hymn a number of other expressions which find their closest 
equivalent in the Gnostic myths of the Original Man: the 
'divine estate', the equal of God'. 43 But none of this is 
dangerous syncretism, von Allmen argues, for in this hymn 
the language used decribes not 'a mythical Original Man 
losing his divine form and assuming a human appearance'; 
for only the vocabulary remains, and 'it is used to sing the 
praise of Jesus of Nazareth who entered history as a man of 
flesh and blood'.44 'We must see in this hymn an interesting, 
and indeed successful attempt to express the mystery of 
the condescension of Christ in the characteristically Greek 
vocabulary'.45 

From this, von Allmen draws a more general conclusion: 
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The theologian has no right to fear the spontaneous manner 
in which the Church sometimes eXpresses the faith. If the 
apostles had been timorous and shut the mouths of the poets 
through fear of heresy, the Church would never have found 
footing on Hellenistic soil. Thus the way things happen in 
the primitive church teaches us that in the Church the life 
and faith is [sic] the primary thing. Missionaries do not 
preach a theology but rather the Gospel (the good news). 
Nor is the response of faith yet theology, but rather worship 
or hymns proclaiming the mighty deeds of God in Jesus 
Christ.46 

I t is only following these movements, von Allmen argues, 
that theologians are wanted, exemplified by Paul. But even 
here, he points out, Paul is not a systematician in any modern 
sense. The two functions of theology are the critical and 
the systematic; and Paul in his writings devotes himself 
primarily to the former. By this, von Allmen means that 
before adapting an already coined formula, Paul examines 
it 'critically'; and his criterion is 'the received faith'. 

He does not demand that doctrine should be in literal agree
ment with the primitive Christian preaching. But whatever 
may be its formal expression, the doctrine must correspond 
to the inner thrust of the apostolic faith, and so eschatology 
is an essential element of Christian theology. Provided one 
reintroduces this moment of expectation, this eschatological 
tension, then why not use Greek terminology?47 

Along this line, von Allmen argues that the church began 
with the language of master/disciple, and adapted it to the 
Hellenistic mystery religions of the day to make Christianity 
over into 'the definitive and absolute mystery religion'. 48 
The one limitation Paul imposed on this Greek influence 
was resurrection language. Christ may be like Osiris or 
Kore when Paul says 'You died with Christ', but Paul is 
independent of Greek thought when he says 'You have been 
raised with him' - especially so when he sets the ultimate 
raising as a hope for the future. 

Along similar lines, Paul in Colossians (whether the epistle 
was composed by Paul or someone from the Paul school) 
( I.B.W-O 
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responds to the strange amalgam of Judaizing and syncretism 
by setting over against the worship of angels the supreme 
headship of Christ. Paul begins, von Allmen argues, with 
the central fact that Jesus is Lord - Jesus as crucified and 
risen. This central feature of Christianity enables Paul to 
rebut the Colossians. This is what von Allmen means by the 
'ordering function of theology' . 

Even amidst the fiercest polemic, Paul remains firmly rooted 
in the basis of the Christian faith; Christ who died and was 
raised. It is only from this centre that one may dare to 
say anything at all; and all theological statements, whether 
polemical or constructive, must be set in relation to this 
centre.49 

Von Allmen then turns from the New Testament to the 
problem of how anyone, African or otherwise, must properly 
set about 'doing theology' in his or her own context. At this 
point he is building on his biblical analysis in order to 
address problems of contextualization. Before setting forth 
his own proposal, he briefly describes three impasses that 
must be overcome. 

The first is paternalism. Paternalism expresses itself not 
only in the sense of superiority manifested by Western 
theologians, but also in the 'colonized' complex of Africans 
and other victims of colonization. In the first century, the 
power relationship between the cultures was if anything the 
reverse of the modern problem: the Jewish-Christians must 
have felt threatened by the all-pervasive Hellenistic culture, 
not the other way round. Von Allmen's solution is that 
Africans become aware of the value of their own culture in 
its own right, so that they may 'bring to birth an African 
theology that is more than a theology characterized by 
reaction'. 50 Moreover, just as the Hellenistic-Christian move
ment in the first century was the work of Hellenists them
selves. In a spontaneous movement, so also must Africans 
do their own theology; and this means that Westerners 
cannot without paternalism even encourage Africans to get 
on with it. Rather: 'Once and for all, then, there must be 
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trust'. And clearly this principle must be extended beyond 
Africa to all missions-receiving nations. 

The second impasse is heresy. Von Allmen says that since 
'everyone is a heretic in somebody's eyes',51 we must tread 
very cautiously. His study of the New Testament leads him 
to conclude that at the first stage of indigenization, people 
are not too worried by dangers of heresy; and in any case, 
in Paul's writings, 

the heretics are not to be found among the Hellenistic pro
gressives but rather among the Judaizing reactionaries who 
feel themselves obliged to denounce the foolhardiness or the 
rank infidelity of the 'translation' project upon which the 
Church has become engaged in Hellenistic territory. But, 
remarkably enough, this very conservatism goes hand in 
hand with a, perhaps unconscious, paternalism. The legalism 
of the Colossian heresy is accompanied by a disproportionate 
respect towards other powers than Jesus Christ. 52 

The third impasse is an approach to contextualization that 
perceives it as an adaptation of an existing theology. The 
Hellenists, von Allmen argues, simply proceeded with evan
gelization; and the theology eventually emerged from within 
this Hellenistic world - but as a later step. Von Allmen's 
conclusion is stunning: 

It must be said with all possible firmness: there can be 
no question, in our days either, of an Africanization or 
a contextualization of an existing theology. Any authentic 
theology must start over anew from the focal point of the 
faith, which is the confession of the Lord Jesus Christ who 
died and was raised for us; and it must be built or re-built 
(whether in Africa or in Europe) in a way which is both 
faithful to the inner thrust of the Christian revelation and 
also in harmony with the mentality of the person who formu
lates it. There is no short cut to r,e found by simply adapting 
an existing theology to contemporary or local taste. 53 

What this means is that so far as it is possible, African 
Christians, and indeed all Christians, must begin tabula rasa. 
Missionaries should provide working tools and building 
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materials to believers not yet able to train their own people, 
and then leave them to get on with the task. 

Rather than teach a theology (even a theology that claims to 
be a 'New Testament theology') what we should try to do is 
point out what the forces were that governed the elaboration 
of a theology on the basis of the material furnished by the 
early church. This is the reason why, in my opinion, the 
study of the history of traditions in the early church is of 
capital importance in Africa even more than elsewhere. 54 

In short, what von Allmen proposes is that no one has 
the right to tell or even encourage Africans to get on with 
the task, as that would smack of paternalism; and meanwhile 
no one has the right to provide them with any theology, as 
this would vitiate the principles of contextualization as he 
understands them. We must simply let the African church 
be African; and an African theology will ultimately result. 

C. PROBLEMS IN VON ALLMEN'S BIBLICAL EXEGESIS 

There are many points of detail in von Allmen's exegesis 
that could be usefully raised; but I shall restrict myself to 
four areas. Like him, I shall largely dispense with the clutter 
of detailed footnotes, and sketch in a response with fairly 
broad strokes. 

I. Von Allmen's reconstruction of the earliest stage of 
witness is seriously deficient. As we have seen, he denies the 
inft.uence of the Aramaic-speaking apostles, assigns all credit 
to the Hellenistic believers who interpreted the outbreak of 
persecution as a divine call to preach the gospel outside 
the limits of Jerusalem, and from this deduces that true 
contextualization takes place not because outsiders (the 
Aramaic-speaking Christians) suggest it, but because the 
indigenous church (the Hellenistic Christians) have them
selves become truly missionary. 

As I have already acknowledged, it is true, as Boers5 

pointed out some years ago, that the church in Acts is not 
presented as a community of believers with an immediate 
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and urgent sense of commitment to carry out, in an organised 
and methodical way, the great commission. Nevertheless, 
the arguments of both Boer and von Allmen could do with 
a little shading. 

First, the church began from a tiny group. It did not 
begin as a multinational missions agency with boards and 
head offices and district conferences, plotting the systematic 
evangelization of the world. It began with a handful of people 
transformed by the Spirit of God and by the conviction that 
with the death and resurrection of Jesus the Messiah the 
promised eschatological age had begun. Immediately there 
was witness - not the strategic witness of careful planning 
but the spontaneous witness of irrepressible spiritual life, 
the most effective witness of all. In this atmosphere of early 
pulsating beginnings, it was inevitable that each group of 
early believers shared their faith primarily with those of its 
own language and culture. But at this very early stage, to 
draw lessons about the slowness of the Aramaic-speaking 
community to reach out to the Hellenistic world is no more 
realistic than to draw lessons about the slowness of the 
Hellenistic church to reach-Out to the Aramaic-speaking 
world. Luke's narrative simply does not address the kind of 
questions von Allmen seems to be posing. 

Second, even at the earliest stages of Christianity, and 
within the Aramaic-speaking community, there was a con
sciousness that what was being experienced was the fulfil
ment of the Abrahamic covenant by which all peoples on 
earth would be blessed (Acts 3:25). And when the Aramaic
speaking church faced the first strong opposition, the 
believers prayed for holy boldness to speak the word courage
ously (Acts 4:24-30). It is very difficult to distinguish this 
from the attitude of the Hellenistic believers when they 
faced persecution. There is no evidence (pace von Allmen) 
that the latter alone saw in persecution a special divine call 
to preach the gospel outside the confines of Jerusalem. 
Rather, the believers scattered, the Aramaic-speaking ones 
to places congenial to them, and the Hellenistic believers to 
places congenial to them - both groups still boldly witnes
sing. Even then, the Hellenistic believers spoke, at first, 
primarily if not exclusively to Greek-speaking Jews (Acts 
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II: 19-20) - a point von Allmen finds so difficult he has to 
say that Luke probably shaded the account here 'to prevent 
the stealing of Paul's thunder and keep for him the honour 
he thought his due'. 56 But a simpler explanation lies immedi
ately to hand, provided we are not trying to squeeze the text 
into a preset mold. The Hellenistic believers were in the 
first instance themselves Jews; and so quite naturally they 
witnessed within their own Greek-speaking Jewish environ
ment. In this sense there is no major cross-over of racial and 
cultural and linguistic barriers by either Aramaic-speaking or 
Greek-speaking Christians at this point. And when the 
Hellenistic believers do begin their witness before Gentiles 
in Antioch (Acts 11:20-21), the account is placed after the 
evangelisation of Samaria and of Cornelius, about which 
more in a moment. 

Third, the reticence the Aramaic-speaking believers ultima
tely displayed was not over the fact of evangelism among 
Gentiles, but over the conditions of entrance to the messianic 
community. 57 Many streams of Judaism were aggressively 
proselytizing others in the first century; so it is not surpris
ing, even from the perspective of their background, that 
early Jewish Christians, both Aramaic- and Greek-speaking, 
,did the same. The debates behind Gal. 2 and Acts 15, 
therefore, do not stem from problems in mere indigeneity 
or contextualization, still less from carelessness about the 
great commission (or, in much modern discussion, its inau
thenticity), but from a massive theological question: On 
what grounds may Gentiles be admitted to the messianic 
community? The answer had to do with the way in which 
the new covenant could be seen to be related to the old; and 
the synthesis forged by these debates in the early church 
was used by God to contribute to the writing of our New 
Testament documents. 

To reduce such complex and frankly unique circum
stances to the parameters of the modern debate over contextu
alization is to distort and trivialize (however unwittingly) 
the biblical evidence. It is historical nonsense to label the 
Hellenists 'progressives' and thereby tie them to modern 
liberal theology, while labelling the Aramaic-speaking Chri
stians 'reactionaries' in order to bracket them with modern 
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evangelicals. Indeed, it is worth observing that according to 
Luke the first opposition that resulted in a martyr sprang 
from a 'conservative' Hellenistic synagogue (Acts 6:9)! This 
entire point is so important that I shall return to it from 
another perspective in the next division of this paper. 

Fourth, within the synthesis I am suggesting, the large 
amount of space Luke devotes to the conversion of the 
Samaritans (Acts 8) and to that of Cornelius and his house
hold (Acts 10-1 I) is eminently reasonable - the latter 
completely unmentioned by von Allmen, and the former 
barely so. The Cornelius episode is particularly instructive; 
for here, before there is any record of witness to non
proselyte Gentiles by Hellenistic Jewish believers, an 
Aramaic-speaking apostle is sent by the Lord to a Gentile 
who is not, technically, a proselyte. The point of the story, 
carefully repeated by Peter before a suspicious Jerusalem 
church, is that if God by pouring out his Spirit on the 
Gentiles, as on the Jews, has shown that he has accepted 
them, can Jewish believers do any less? This point does not 
concern the crossing of merely cultural, racial and linguistic 
barriers, as significant as such barriers are. The 'them/us' 
dichotomy stems from Israel's self-consciousness as the 
people of God, and therefore from the clash between God's 
antecedent revelation in what we today call the Old Testa
ment, and God's revelation in Christ Jesus and all that has 
come from it. The Jewish believers raise their questions not 
at the level of contextualization, but at the level of theology -
indeed, at the level of systematic theology, for their question 
ultimately concerns the way in which the old and new 
covenants are to be related to each other. But none of this 
does von Allmen consider. 

Fifth, part of von Allmen's arguments about the reticence 
of Aramaic-speaking apostles stems from silence. The truth 
of the matter is that Luke does not purport to give us a 
comprehensive history of the early church, but a highly 
selective one. After Acts 8: I, we know nothing or next to 
nothing about the ministries of (say) Matthew or Thomas 
or Bartholomew or Andrew. Extra-canonical sources are not 
very reliable in this area; but some of the best of them tell 
us that Thomas, for instance, proclaimed the gospel as 

\ 
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far east as India, where he was reportedly martyred. Von 
Allmen's sweeping concl us ions regarding the Aramai c-speak
ing apostles are therefore based not only on a rather selective 
and anachronistic approach to Acts, but even on the book's 
silences. 

Sixth, the above arguments suggest that Luke is less 
interested in providing us with a merely sociological analysis 
of how various groups in the early church functioned, than 
with detailing how the resurrected Christ, by his Spirit, 
continued to take the initiative in building his church. There 
are indeed heroes and villains in Acts; but above all there is 
on display the missionary heart of God himself. Not only 
does the initiative belong to God in the Cornelius episode, 
but even in Acts 2 the gift of tongues enables Jews from 
every linguistic background to hear the wonderful works of 
God in their own language - not only the principal reversal 
of Babel but the demonstration of the principial removal, 
and not by Hellenistic or Aramaic-speaking Jewish Christi
ans but by God himself, of the temporary barriers surrounding 
his old covenant people. The theme of prophecy and fulfil
ment in Acts is designed to display the inevitability of the 
dawning of the gospel age - precisely because it is God 
who planned it and is even now bringing it to pass by his 
Spirit. To force this magnificent panorama into lesser molds 
is to fail to understand it. We may learn some useful lessons 
about contextualization in the pages of the New Testament; 
but we must not force this book into our preconceived 
categories, nor compel it to provide detailed answers to 
questions it scarcely considers. 

2. In almost every case, von Allmen's conclusions are not 
entailed by or even very clearly suggested by the exegetical 
evidence he presents. To take but one example: After discus
sing the role of the 'poets' in leading the church in worship, 
von Allmen, as we have seen, draws 'some more general 
conclusions. The Theologian has no right to fear the spon
taneous manner in which the Church sometimes expresses 
the faith. If the apostles had been timorous and shut the 
mouths of the poets through fear of heresy, the Church 
would never have found footing in Hellenistic soil'. 58 Even 
if von Allmen's exegesis of Phil. 2:6-1 I is basically correct, 
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there is no way to make it support so broad a conclusion. 
Von Allmen himself points to areas in which the earliest 
witnesses and apostles refused to follow Greek thought, 
which implies that the church was not willing to give the 
poets an entirely free hand. In any case, although it is true 
that a growing church, like the first century church, often 
produces its own hymnody, it is illegitimate to deduce from 
Paul's citation of one particular hymn that he had no right 
to check any hymnodic form of expression. Von Allmen's 
error in logic immediately becomes obvious when his argu
ment is set out in syllogistic fashion: 

I. Poets preceded theologians like Paul. 
2. Paul approves a particular poem. 
3. Therefore no theologian has the right to call in question 

the content of any hymn. 

In reality, to provide a competent assessment of how far the 
apostles were willing to step in and question the theological 
formulation (including the poetry) of others, it would be 
necessary to examine all that the New Testament has to say 
about heresy - a point to which I shall briefly return. 

Thus to argue that 'the way things happened in the 
primitive church teaches us that in the Church the life of 
faith is the primary thing' 59 is to obscure some important 
distinctions. In one sense, of course, this argument is valid: 
the early church was little interested in the niceties of 
theological argumentation for its own sake, but in life lived 
under the Lordship of Christ. But this life of faith did not 
perceive 'faith' to be exhaustively open-ended: it had an 
object, about which (or whom) certain things could be 
affirmed and other things denied. Indeed, I would argue 
that the church was interested in theological formulations, 
not for their intrinsic interest, but precisely because it rightly 
perceived that such formulations shaped and controlled 
much of the 'life of faith' believers were expected to lead. 
In any case, von Allmen's conclusions in this regard seem 
to depend rather more on an existentialist hermeneutic than 
on his own exegesis. 60 

3. Von Allmen's presentation of the development of Chri-
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stology61 is questionable at a number of points. I shall 
mention only three. First, the background on which he relies 
for his judgment reflects only one line of research, that 
of the history-of-religions school made popular in New 
Testament studies by such scholars as Reitzenstein and 
Bousset,62 and mediated to us by Rudolf Bultmann and 
others. Not only is this line of scholarship in less favour 
today than it once was, but also its many intrinsic weaknesses 
have been made clear by significant publications which a 
commitment to even-handedness might at least have men
tioned. Brown, for example, has shown that the use of 
mysterion in the New Testament finds its closest antecedents 
not in Greek mystery religions but in a semitic milieu.63 

Again, it is not entirely clear that full-blown Gnosticism, as 
opposed to neoplatonic dualism, antedates the New Testa
ment;64 but even if it does, the differences between it and the 
New Testament presentation of Christ's death are profound. 
And to what extent may the 'in Christ' language reflect, not 
Greek mysticism, but forensic identification with Christ?65 

Related to this is a second criticism. To what extent do 
the demonstrable developments in the ascription of labels 
and titles to Jesus of Nazareth reflect innovation removed 
from the historical actuality, and to what extent do they 
merely reflect clarified and growing understanding of what· 
was in fact true - an understanding mediated in part by 
the pressure of events, including opposition? This sort of 
question von Allmen does not raise; but it is essential that 
we consider it if we are to understand what he himself means 
by developments that remain 'faithful to the foundations of 
the faith'. 66 

Consider, for instance, his treatment of kyrios. There is 
little doubt that Paul understands 'Jesus is Lord' to be a 
confession not only of Jesus' 'lordship', i.e. of his authority, 
but of his identification with Yahweh, rendered kyrios in the 
LXX. Was the apparent development from master-disciple 
relations ('my lord' meaning 'rabbi' or the like), to full 
ascription of deity to Jesus, in accord with or contrary to 
what Jesus himself was and is? If von Allmen would respond, 
'Contrary to', then certain things inevitably follow: (r) The 
truth of Christological confessions does not matter, but only 
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the sincerity and naturalness to any culture of its own 
formulations. (2) Jesus himself should not be identified with 
Yahweh at any ontological or historical level, but only at the 
level of confessions which mayor may not reflect reality. 
(3) 'Remaining faithful to the foundations of the faith' can 
in this case only refer to existential commitment to an empty 
dass, not to 'foundations of the faith' in any propositional 
or contentful or falsifiable sense. (4) How a culture responds 
to the gospel, i.e. with what degree of contextualization, is 
far more important than the content of the gospel proclaimed 
and believed. If on the other hand von Allmen would 
respond, 'In accord with', then again certain things inevi
tably follow: (r) He holds that Jesus really was and is 'Lord' 
as 'Yahweh is Lord', even though some time elapsed before 
the disciples fully grasped this. (2) More broadly, he has in 
this case committed himself to what is sometimes called the 
'organic' view of the rise of Christology: i.e. that the full
blown doctrine grew out of the truth dimly perceived but 
truly there in the beginning of Jesus' ministry. The develop
ment is one of understanding and formulation regarding 
what was, not innovation and inventive explanation of what 
was not. (3) 'Remaining faithful to the foundations of the 
faith' therefore has objective criteria, rendering some formu
lations unfaithful. (4) The gospel itself includes true prop
ositions and historical verities, and at all such points is non
negotiable, even if it clashes with some dearly held cultural 
prejudices. 

Which answer, then, would von Allmen give? I am uncer
tain, for his essay does not make this clear. Perhaps it is a 
little troubling, however, to find him asking whether the 
adoption of kyrios was a 'fatal slip'. His answer is that it was 
not 'truckling' if it exposed believers to persecution. True 
enough; but was it a fatal slip? 

I myself hold to the 'organic' view I outlined above; 
and elsewhere I have sketched in the kind of growth in 
undetstanding that was involved.67 It is arguable, for 
instance, that even in the parables Jesus tells in the synoptic 
gospels, the figure who clearly represents Jesus (in those 
parables where he is represented at all) is frequently a figure 
who in the Old Testament metaphorically stands for Yahweh 
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(bridegroom, or farmer, for example - there are eight other 
examples).68 Certainly, there is ample evidence that Jesus 
repeatedly applied to himself passages from the Old Testa
ment that had reference to God. There even appears to be 
dominical sanction for using 'Lord' in reference to Jesus 
(Matt. 2 I :3), even though it is very doubtful that the dis
ciples understood all of this at the time. The question arises 
therefore whether the shift to Greek kyrios was so very 
innovative after all, or largely the result of increased under
standing of who Jesus truly was, in the light of his resurrec
tion and ascension. And in any case, if the gospel was going 
to be preached in Greek at all, Greek terms had to be used. 
The crucial question, therefore, is whether the Greek terms 
used by Hellenistic believers were filled with pagan content, 
or with Christian content in harmony with the gospel truth 
transmitted. Von Allmen implicitly recognises this when he 
points out that the 'man' in Phil. 2:7 is not the 'Original Man' 
of Gnostic mythology, regardless of the term's provenance. 
Context is more important as a determinant of meaning than 
is philological antecedent. Why cannot the same insight be 
deployed in other cases? 

Similar things may be asked about von Allmen's treatment 
of the slave-man parallel in Phil. 2:7. Apart from the fact 
that here as elsewhere in his essay von Allmen sweeps 
the Greeks together into one undifferentiated structure of 
thought,69 the question is whether the hymn's formulation 
says something untrue of Jesus. In fact, it does not put him 
in the condition of a slave 'bound hand and foot in sub
mission to all powerful Destiny'. Although some Greek 
thought conceived of man's plight in such terms, the word 
for 'slave' has no necessary overtones of such thought; and 
in this context, the essence of Jesus' 'slavery' is his voluntary 
refusal to exploit his equality with God70 in order to become 
a man, not involuntary submission to inflexible and unavoid
able Destiny. In what sense, therefore, has anything of 
substance in the gospel been changed by this Greek 
terminology? 

Third, von Allmen's use of vague language blurs impor
tant distinctions. Paul, von Allmen says, 'does not demand 
that doctrine should be in literal agreement with the primi-
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tive Christian preaching'. 71 What does 'literal' mean in this 
sentence? It cannot mean 'verbal', since we have crossed 
from Aramaic to Greek. But what, then? Von Allmen simply 
says that 'the doctrine must correspond to the inner thrust 
of the apostolic faith'.72 Not to the apostolic faith itself, we 
notice, but to its 'inner thrust'. We may ask how this inner 
thrust is to be isolated, or, to put it it another way, who is 
to determine it. Calvin? Barth? Bultmann? Von Allmen? 
The only answer von Allmen gives here is that since 'new 
hope is part of the inner thrust of the faith', therefore 
'eschatology is an essential element of Christian theology'.73 
But 'eschatology' is a 'slippery word'74 in modern theology. 
In Bultmann's thought, it has nothing to do with the return 
of I esus at the end of the age, the present inaugurated 
kingdom then being finally consummated in a new heaven 
and new earth. Rather, it is reduced to the tension in the 
existential moment of decision. Does von Allmen follow 
Bultmann, then, when he rhetorically asks, 'Provided one 
reintroduces this moment of expectation, this eschatological 
tension, then why not use Greek terminology?'75 Why not, 
indeed - provided it is the same eschatological structure as 
that of the historic gospel. But if this 'eschatological tension' 
has been redefined as 'this moment of expectation' by appeal
ing to Bultmannian categories, the 'inner thrust of the apos
tolic faith' appears to have come adrift. There is no longer 
any objective gospel at all; and appeals to an 'inner thrust' 
may simply hide infinite subjectivity. Once again, I am left 
uncertain where von Allmen stands in all this, or what he 
really thinks about Bultmann's reinterpretation of Pauline 
eschatology, because his language is so vague; but I am 
persuaded his approach would do well to heed the wise 
assessment of Beker: 

First Corinthians 15 provides us with an impressive example 
I that the coherent center of the gospel is, for Paul, not simply 
, an experimental reality of the heart or a Word beyond words 
that permits translation into a multitude of world views. 
Harry Emerson Fosdick's dictum about the gospel as an 
'abiding experience amongst changing world views', or 
Bultmann's demythologizing program for the sake of the 
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kerygmatic address of the gospel, is in this manner not true 
to Paul's conception of the gospel. However applicable the 
gospel must be to a Gentile in his contingent situation, it 
does not tolerate a world view that cannot express those 
elements in the apocalyptic world view . . . that to Paul 
seem inherent in the truth of the gospel ... And far from 
considering the apocalyptic world view a husk or discardable 
frame, Paul insists that it belongs to the inalienable coherent 
core of the gospel . . . It seems that Paul sacrifices dialogical 
contingency to dogmatic necessity by imposing a particular 
world view on Hellenistic believers. And if Paul imposes a 
dogmatic interpretative scheme on the 'core' of the gospel, 
he seems to require not only faith as fiducia but also faith as 
assensus.76 

4. Von Allmen' s overarching reconstruction of the develop
ment of early Christianity depends on a reductionistic 
schema that runs more or less in a straight line from Judaism 
to Hellenism. More careful work has shown how misleading 
this schema is.77 Judaism was already impregnated with 
Hellenistic concepts and vocabulary. Almost certainly the 
apostles themselves were bilingual or trilingual. At the same 
time, many New Testament documents (e.g. the Gospel 
of John) that had previously been classed as irremediably 
Hellenistic have been shown, since the discovery of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, to have at least linguistic links with the most 
conservative strands of Judaism. 

The same point can be made by again referring to two 
observations to which I have already alluded in this paper. 
First, there is no record of Hellenistic Jews being evangelized 
by Aramaic-speaking Jews. This is because the church was 
bilingual from its inception. It could scarcely be otherwise, 
considering that most if not all of the apostles came from 
Galilee. Even von Allmen's expression 'the Aramaic-speak
ing apostles' is misleading; for in all likelihood, both the 
Eleven and Paul were comfortable in both Aramaic and 
Greek. Of course, many Jews who became Christians during 
the first weeks and months after Pentecost were from the 
Diaspora; and presumably most of these would not be fluent 
in Aramaic, but would be more at home in the Hellenistic 
world than would those who had spent all their lives in 
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Palestine, even in Galilee; but it was never the case that a 
purely Aramaic-speaking church had to learn Greek in order 
to reach out to Greek-speaking Jews. For von Allmen there
fore to distinguish the Hellenistic wing of the church from 
the Aramaic wing as if the former were the freshly evangeli
zed and therefore the exclusively 'indigenous' church which 
alone could become 'truly missionary' is to propound disjunc
tions with no historical base and which offer no direct 
parallels to modern problems in contextualization, and few 
parallels to modern problems in crossing the bridge to the 
third horizon. 

Second, we have seen that the really significant movement 
recorded in the New Testament documents is not from 
Judaism to Hellenism, linguistically and culturally con
sidered, but from the old covenant to the new. This develop
ment had racial and cultural implications, of course, but 
primarily because the old covenant was enacted between 
God and one particular race. Profound theological questions 
therefore had to be faced, in light of the new revelation 
brought by Jesus and confirmed and clarified by the Holy 
Spirit in the early church. Modern problems of contextualiz
ation cannot in this regard be seen as parallel to the first 
expansion to Gentiles - unless new revelation is claimed as 
the basis on which the modern expansion into the new 
languages and cultures is taking place! 

C. BROADER METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN VON 
ALLMEN'S ESSAY 

There are two methodological problems in von Allmen's 
article that deserve separate consideration, one relatively 
minor and the other major. 

I. The minor problem is found in the frequent disjunc
tions that force the unwary reader to 'either/or' reasoning 
W/hen other options are not only available but arguably 
preferable. For instance, as we have seen, von Allmen 
approves the work of Schlink, who by concentrating on the 
form of 'God-talk' argues that 'the basic structure of God
talk is not the doctrine of God but the worship of God. '78 
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Quite apart from the question as to the relation between 
form and content (a notoriously difficult subject), this con
clusion is far too disjunctive: doctrine or worship. After all, 
even in worship the worshiper has some notion of the God he 
is worshiping; and therefore unless that notion is completely 
ineffable, he has some doctrine of God. Even the postulate 
'God is utterly ineffable' is in fact a doctrinal statement. It 
is logically impossible to be involved in worshiping God or 
a god without a doctrine of God, even if that doctrine is not 
very systematic, mature, well-articulated or for that matter 
even true. Meanwhile von Allmen's approval of the Schlink 
disjunction has done its damage by giving the impression 
that so long as there is worship, doctrine really has no 
importance and can safely be relegated to a very late stage 
of development. The kernel of truth in his analysis is that 
it is possible to have doctrine without being involved in 
worship - a pathetic and tragic state indeed; but that does 
not mean the converse is possible, let alone ideal. 

Or to take another example, von Allmen concludes: 'Even 
amidst the fiercest polemic, Paul remains firmly rooted in 
the basis of the Christian faith: Christ who died and was 
raised. It is only from this centre that one may dare to say 
anything at all ... '79 Now the first of these two sentences 
is true, even if slightly reductionistic. Indeed, we must insist 
that Paul's understanding of Christ's resurrection will not 
compromise over such matters as a genuinely empty tomb, 
and an objective resurrection body. It is certainly true that 
this is one of the cornerstones of the faith Paul preaches. 
But it is going too far to use this non-negotiable truth as the 
sole criterion by which all must be judged. True, no aspect 
of genuine Christianity can tamper with this central truth, 
or fly in its face; but it is not true that this is the only non
negotiable for Paul - as if, provided a person holds to 
this centre, all else is for the apostle negotiable. That is 
demonstrably not true. The eschatological error in Thessa
lonica, or the assorted moral errors in Corinth, are not 
resolved by simple reference to Christ's death and resurrec
tion; yet Paul is adamant about the proper resolution of 
these matters as well. Indeed, as von Allmen has phrased 
things, someone might believe that Jesus died and rose from 
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the dead exactly as Lazarus rose from the dead, and still be 
holding to the 'centre'. But Paul would not agree; for Christ's 
death and resurrection is qualitatively different from all 
others. If so, we must say in what way it was different (e.g. 
his was the death of God's Son; it was an atoning death; his 
body after the resurrection was different from his body 
before death ,in ways that Lazarus' body was not; etc); 
and by saying in what way we are admitting other non
negotiables, other matters essential to Christian faith. The 
implicit disjunction only from this centre, from nowhere else 
suddenly begins to fray around the edges. 

2. But there is a far more important methodological prob
lem with von Allmen's work. At the beginning of his essay, 
he sets out to show that the creation of an African theology 
is both necessary and possible 'on the basis of a true fidelity 
to the New Testament' .80 In a sense that I shall shortly 
elucidate, I entirely agree that an African theology is both 
necessary and possible. But von Allmen's way of establishing 
what is in 'true fidelity to the New Testament' is not the 
way most readers of the New Testament would judge such 
fidelity; and therefore it needs to be clearly understood. 

Von Allmen does not attempt to justify his position on 
the basis of what the New Testament documents say, but 
on the basis of his reconstruction of their development. The 
authority lies not in the content of the Scriptures, but in 
von Allmen's understanding of the doctrinal changes those 
Scriptures reflect. This is manifest not only in the thrust of 
von Allmen's essay, but especially in its conclusion: 'Rather 
than teach a theology (even a theology that claims to be a 
"New Testament theology")', he writes, 'what we should 
try to do is point out what the forces were that governed 
the elaboration of a theology on the basis of the material 
furnished by the primitive church'. 81 The 'material furni
shed by the primitive church' can only be a reference to the 
New Testament documents (and perhaps also to other early 
Clflristian literature - though for the earliest period we are 
pretty well shut up to the New Testament); so von Allmen 
is saying that we should not attempt to teach the content of 
these documents, but restrict ourselves only to deductions 
about the forces that generated the elaborations found in 
CI.BW.-p 
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these documents. And what is in conformity with von 
Allmen's understanding of these forces is precisely what he 
says is in 'fidelity to the New Testament'! In reality, of 
course, his theory is not in fidelity to the New Testament 
but to his deductions about the forces that shaped the New 
Testament; for as we have seen, these deductions frequently 
run counter to what the New Testament documents actually 
saJl. . 

More troubling yet is von Allmen's confidence regardlng 
the objectivity and reliability of the scholarly reconstruction 
he sets forward as the core of the new curriculum. But I 
shall let that point pass for the moment to focus a little more 
clear lyon the cardinal difference between Byang Kat~ a~d 
Daniel von Allmen. In brief, it is the source of authonty ln 
Christianity. Both profess allegiance to Jesus Christ as Lord. 
But which Jesus? The Jesus of the Jehovah's Witnesses? The 
Jesus of von Harnack? The Jesus of Islam? For Kato, it is 
the Jesus of the New Testament, because for him the New 
Testament documents are authoritative. Therefore every 
religious claim or precept must be tested against that stan
dard. For von Allmen, it is not entirely clear how the 
confession 'Jesus is Lord' is filled with content; and although 
he appeals to the New Testament, in reality he is appealing 
to his reconstruction of the forces that shaped it. That 
reconstruction serves as the supreme paradigm for an endless 
succession of further reconstructions, and in that sense gains 
some authority. But the documents themselves, in their 
actual content, are stripped of authority. A person might 
therefore confess 'Jesus is Lord' but mean something very 
different from what Paul or Luke means. Does this not 
matter? Von Allmen seems to want to defend a core of gospel 
truth as one of the final criteria; but it is not clear how that 
core can avoid endless changes in content, making it no core 
at all but the proverbial peeled onion. 

The same sort of problem appears in Kraft. 82 Basing 
himself on von Allmen's article, Kraft assigns Luther's 
description of James as an 'epistle of straw' to Luther's 
'unconscious ethnocentrism' ,83 without struggling with 
Luther's later growth in understanding both of the gospel 
and of the nature of the canon.84 The point, according to 
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Kraft, is that the Bible is a 'divine casebook' tha,t embraces 
many different models of appropriate religion, each in its 
own way reflecting the non-negotiable core. Different cul
tures will feel most at home with this part or that part of 
the Bible, and prefer to overlook or ignore other parts. 
Luther found Paul congenial, and was uncomfortable with 
James. Well and good, Kraft argues: let each culture choose 
those parts that speak to it most clearly. This diversity 
produces many different theologies; and, writes Kraft: 

We need to ask which of these varieties of theology branded 
'heretical' were genuinely out of bounds (measured by scrip
tural standards), and which were valid contextualizations of 
scriptural truth within varieties of culture or subculture that 
the party in power refused to take seriously. It is likely 
that most of the 'heresies' can validly be classed as cultural 
adaptations rather than as theological aberrations. They, there
fore, show what ought to be done today rather than what ought 
to be feared. The 'history of traditions' becomes intensely 
relevant when studied from this perspective.85 

Note, then, that the 'scriptural standards' to which Kraft 
refers are not what the Bible as a whole says, but an array 
of disparate theologies each based on separate parts of the 
Bible, an array that sets the limits and nature of diverse 
traditions and their development. In treating the Bible as a 
'divine casebook' Kraft is very close to von Allmen in the 
way he conceives of biblical authority. 

At the risk of oversimplification, I would argue that there 
are five problems in their conception. The first raises an 
historical question. By suggesting that 'most' of the historical 
heresies of the church ought to serve us today as models for 
what ought to be done in different cultures, has Kraft 
reflected deeply enough on the nature of heresy? Certainly 
ecclesiastical powers have sometimes persecuted gf(~UpS that 
w~re more faithful to the Scriptures than the powers them
selves; but that is not quite the spectre that Kraft is raising. 
He is arguing rather that ecclesiastical powers have per
secuted groups with positions that more closely align to 
certain paradigms found in the Scriptures than do the pow-
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ers - while the powers themselves retain a superior fidelity 
to Scripture with respect to other paradigms found in Scrip
ture. But surely it is the very nature of heresy to grasp a 
piece of truth and inflate it out of all proportion. I do not 
know of a single heresy where that is not the case. But no 
such heresy could Kraft's approach ever detect, since the 
very essence of his programmatic call is to foster groups 
that adopt parts of Scripture congenial to them. How, for 
instance, would Kraft respond to the central Christo logy of 
Jehovah's Witnesses, or to any other Arian group? I am not 
asking how he would respond personally, as if his own 
Christology were suspect: that is simply not the point. How, 
rather, would he approach the question, methodologically 
speaking, of their acceptability within a broadly 'orthodox' 
framework? 

The second question is theoretical: namely, is this the way 
that biblical authority is to be perceived, on the basis of its 
witness? I would answer with a firm negative. Of course 
there were cultural forces at work in the development of 
the biblical books. But the question is whether God so 
superintended those forces that the Bible's documents are 
to be read not only as historical documents that reflect the 
progress of revelation in redemptive history but also as a 
whole, not merely as case studies but as a divinely ordered 
progression that results in a unity of thought, a world in 
which there is prophecy and fulfilment, type and antitype, 
dark saying and clearer explication, diverse styles and genres 
and languages but a complementarity of thought - all 
resulting in the possibility of finding unambiguous biblical 
truth for many kinds of doctrinal, ethical and intellectual 
matters, not simply disparate and potentially mutually con
tradictory 'truths'. 86 

The third problem concerns the extent to which these 
models depend on the paradigm shift theory of Kuhn and 
others. 87 Even if he was largely right regarding the substan
tial incommensurability of competing scientific paradigms, 
Kuhn never suggested that there is a total change in meaning 
when one moves from one paradigm to another. Some things 
hold under both Newtonian and Einsteinian physics. 
Indeed, one might argue that some elements (e.g. the law 
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of the excluded middle) are necessary constituents of every 
conceivable paradigm. More important, recent study has 
shown that Kuhn's work needs serious revision, and should 
not be depended on for too great a degree of support.88 

The fourth problem is practical. It is true, as Kraft says, 
that ever culture finds certain parts of the Bible more con
genial than others. On this basis Kraft seems to encourage 
each culture to operate with its own 'canon within the 
canon'. But this inevitably means that the final authority 
rests, not in the Bible, but in the culture. The canon comes 
to lose all canonical authority. If a society is polygamous, it 
may follow Abraham or David (Kraft's example); but then 
why not follow, in some other culture, Mosaic law regarding 
slaves, stoning, temple ritual and the bitter-water rite? How 
about wiping out entire peoples? A Hitler might find such 
accounts and commands very congenial. On the other hand, 
does any society find the Sermon on the Mount congenial? 
The problem is not only how the Old Testament passages 
to which I've just referred relate to later revelation (part of 
the second problem, above), but also how the Bible can ever 
have any prophetic bite at all. In my understanding of 
the canon, the preacher who is sensitive to the cultural 
sensibilities of his hearers will not only exploit their canoni
cal preferences, and seek to relate the parts of the Bible into 
a self-consistent whole, he will also take extra pains to 
preach, teach and apply, within this canonical framework, 
those parts of Scripture his hearers find least palatable. This 
may not be his first step; but it is a necessary step, for 
otherwise no prophetic word will ever be heard, no correc
tion of culture, no objective canonical balance. It appears, 
then, that advocates of a certain kind of contextualization 
are aware of the dangers of what might be called' Scripture 
plus' (i.e. the distortion of Scripture's message by the dog
matic addition of cultural baggage), but are insufficiently 
sensitive to the dangers of' Scripture minus' - the distortion 
of the message by preferential removal of those parts of the 
Bible's message that seem uncongenial. 

The fifth problem concerns the nature of von Allmen's 
appeal to a core gospel which he does not see as culturally 
negotiable, or, to use Kraft's expression, the 'supracultural 
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truth' of the core. But I shall return to this problem in the 
next section. 

E. REFLECTIONS ON VON ALLMEN'S THREE IMPASSES 

The first impasse to a truly African theology, in von 
Allmen's view, is paternalism. There is real insight here. We 
have all witnessed or heard about those horrible situations 
where a Western missionary squelches the honest probing 
of an African or other student who is questioning the mission
ary's interpretation of Scripture at some point. The put
down might be in terms like these: 'What right do you have 
to question this interpretation? This is the product of two 
thousand years of study and thought. Your business is to 
go and learn it!' May God forgive all teachers who employ 
such tactics, especially those who do so in the name of the 
authority of Scripture while unwittingly elevating tradition 
above Scripture. Moreover, von Allmen is wise to point out 
the inverted power structures when we compare the first 
century with the twentieth. 

Nevertheless, von Allmen's solution - simply to let the 
Africans get on with it, offering neither criticism nor encour
agement (because that too is a reflection of paternalism) but 
simply trust - is in my view not nearly radical enough. 
Unwittingly it falls into a new kind of paternalism. While 
theologians in the West are busily engaged in cut and thrust 
among themselves is it not a kind of inverted paternalism that 
declares a respectful 'hands off' policy to African theologians 
and biblical scholars? Surely it is far better to enter into 
debate with them. The real problem lies in heart attitude. 
The solution is the grace of God in the human life, grace 
that enables Africans and Westerners and others alike to 
learn from and criticise each other without scoring cheap 
shots or indulging in 'one-upmanship'. 

The second impasse to a truly African theology, in von 
Allmen's view, is a fear of heresy. Certainly there is a great 
danger in this area, found not least in Western missionaries 
whose zeal is great but whose knowledge is slim. But von 
Allmen gravely underestimates the seriousness with which 
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heresy is taken in the New Testament, and overestimates 
the amount of diversity there. 89 At what point, for instance, 
can von Allmen sympathize and emphathize with the senti
ments expressed in Matt. 7:21-23; John 3:36; Acts 4:12; 
Gal. 1:8,9; 2 Tim. 2:17-29; Rev. 2I:6-9? Even Paul's famous 
'all things to all men' (I Cor. 9) unambiguously presuppose 
limits beyond which he is not prepared to gO.90 

Granted the truthfulness of Scripture and the rightness of 
the canonical approach I have briefly sketched in, Christians 
have not only the right but also the responsibility to learn 
from and to correct one another on the basis of this agreed 
standard. This must not be in any witch-hunting or judgmen
tal spirit; but failure to discharge these responsibilities in a 
gracious and thoughtful way may not only reflect inverted 
paternalism but a singular indifference to the truth claims 
of 'the faith that was once for all entrusted to the saints' 
(Jude 3). 

The third impasse in the way of a truly African theology, 
according to von Allmen, is the perception that contextualiz
ation must be merely the adaptation of an existing theology. 
Again, there is considerable insight here. Will that theology 
be truly African which simply takes, say, Hodge's Systematic 
Theology and seeks to rewrite it for some African (or Bur
mese or Guatemalan or any other context? Anyone who has 
thoughtfully worked cross-culturally for an extended period. 
of time knows the answer to that question. There are far too 
many church clones, extending all the way to the style of 
buildings. David Adeney in conversation has drawn atten
tion to a sign he saw in Shanghai before the revolution, 
announcing the presence of the 'Dutch Reformed Church 
of America in China'. 

Nevertheless, von Allmen's solution, to foster a true tabula 
rasa and insist that a truly African theology can only flower 
when it emerges without reference to any existing theology, 
is impossible; C1nd even if it were possible, unwise. It is 
impossible and unwise for four reasons: 

(I) It is impossible because a tabula rasa is impossible. If 
the new hermeneutic has taught us anything, it is taught us 
that. Even if we were to follow von Allmen's suggestion and 
teach only tools and the history of traditions, we would 
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still be conveying some theological content. Teaching Greek 
invariably includes Greek sentences from the New Testa
ment; and translating them entails theological decisions about 
the history and development of traditions as well as linguistic 
expertise. Moreover, one cannot talk about the history and 
development of traditions without talking about the tra
ditions themselves. Even initial evangelization and church 
planting could not possibly have been accomplished by 
conveying no more than 'Christ died and rose again'. And 
in any case, even what one does not teach is teaching some
thing. If a lecturer refuses to discuss, say, the interpretation 
of Romans or the language used of the atonement, he or 
she will invariably appear to be hiding something, thus 
conveying a distateful impression - e.g. that such matters 
are religiously unimportant, or frightening, or too difficult. 

(2) It is impossible because there is no core of gospel truth 
in the sense presupposed by von Allmen, no 'supracultural 
truth' in the sense demanded by Kraft. 91 They both treat 
the Scriptures as having only casebook authority, examining 
it for every hint of cultural development, while nevertheless 
insisting that there is an undissolved core of indispensable 
gospel truth, a supracultural truth. In one way, this is far 
too radical; in another, it is not nearly radical enough. It is 
too radical, I have argued, because it reduces the locus of 
non-negotiable truth to one or two propositions such as 
'Jesus is Lord' or 'Christ died and rose again', when in fact 
the corpus of non-negotiable truth embraces all of Scripture; 
that is the data base from which theological reglection must 
take its substance and controls. But now I wish to argue 
that in another way the position of these two scholars is 
not radical enough, in that it seems to think the core or 
supracultural confessions escape all restrictions of culture; 
and that is demonstrably untrue. 

Consider, for example, the sentence 'Jesus is Lord'. We 
might all agree that no Christianity is possible where this 
three-word sentence is denied. But to a Hindu, the sentence 
might be happily accommodated within his syncretistic 
framework. In that context the confessin is far from being 
a sufficient test of genuine Christianity. To a Buddhist, it 
would mean Jesus is inferior to Gautama the Buddha, for it 
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still predicates something of Jesus. To a Jehovah's Witness, 
there is no entailment regarding Jesus' deity. And to an 
existentialist, the same sentence is a mythological expression 
designed to call us to the decisions that characterise authentic 
existence. 

My point is that from the perspective of human perception 
and formulation there is no supracultural core. However the 
heart of the gospel be conceived by human beings, it is 
conceived in a particular linguistic, cultural, philosophical 
and religious framework. Only God is supracultural. But 
this does not relativize the gospel. Far form it; it simply 
means that the supracultural personal God, in order to 
communicate with his finite and culture-bound sinful crea
tures, necessarily had to accommodate the form of his com
munication to their space-time limitations, their historical 
contingencies. From God's point of view, of course, truth 
may be supracultural; and for our part we may cheerfully 
insist that truth is supracultural in that it can be communi
cated to many different cultures. But it cannot be communi
cated to each culture in the same way; it cannot be communi- . 
cated supraculturally. Thus it is difficult to see how we can 
determine what the supracultural core really is once we have 
abandoned the 'given' of Scripture. And even that 'given' 
comes to us in the garb of culture. None of this entails the 
relativizing of the truth; but it does mean that if any person 
is to understand the culturally conditioned Scriptures and 
apply them aright, he must, as part of the exercise, seek to 
shape his own horizon of understanding to that of the 
cultures and languages of Scripture, and then make the 
transfer of meaning back to his own environment. 92 To put 
the matter another way, I must find out what 'Jesus is Lord' 
means in the Greek New Testament, how it functions, how 
it is coordinated with other truth, and then seek to confess 
the same truth in my own language and culture - even if 
it takes a paragraph instead of a three-word sentence, or a 
complete overturning of my conceptual framework (as, in 
this case, must happen to, say, the Buddhist). That it is 
always possible to convey any truth in another culture should 
be obvious to anyone with the most rudimentary knowledge 
of linguistics: if modern developments in that discipline have 
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taught us anything, it is that cross-cultural communication 
is possible, even if seldom straightforward. 

Thus, although we may wish to speak of a 'core' of truths 
without believing in which one cannot be a Christian, even 
this core cannot be approached supraculturally. Someone 
might object that if everything is embedded in culture, then 
even the cross suffers the same fate. Does this not suggest, 
it might be asked, that the cross itself is optional? What 
would have happened if God had decided to send his Son 
to New York or Manila in 1985? Should we not try to 
discern God's purposes behind the cross, behind this particu
lar cultural form? But the question itself betrays the prob
lem: it presupposes that we have access to supracultural 
truth in some direct fashion. Even if we decided affirm
atively - that is, that we should try to discuss the meaning 
of the cross apart form the cross itself - we would inevitably 
couch the principle we thus 'discovered' in some other 
cultural garb - ours! The truth of the matter is that all we 
have is the revelation God did in fact give; and it is cast in 
certain historical and cultural frameworks that cannot be 
disregarded, for we have no other access to God's truth. 

It appears, then, that there is no intrinsic philosophical 
reason why the entire Bible cannot be seen (as it claims tOi 
be) as a definitive and true revelation, even if all of it is, in 
the sense just explained, culture-bound. And this suggests 
that the appeal of von Allmen, Kraft and others is epistemolo
gically and hermeneutically naive. 

(3) It is unwise because von Allmen, believing his pro
posed tabula rasa to be possible, and his particular recon
struction of gospel traditions neutral, is in fact promulgating 
his own brand of theology, while honestly but mistakenly 
thinking himself above the fray. No blindness is worse than 
that which thinks it sees (as John 9:39-41 points out). Is it 
not obvious that even as Western evangelical missionaries 
try to impose their theological frameworks on their converts, 
so Western missionaries of more 'liberal' persuasion try to 
impose their scepticism and relativism on theirs?93 Far better 
is it to admit these tendencies, and become aware of the 
limitations these inevitabilities impose on the cross-cultural 
missionary. 
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(4) It is unwise because it fails to grapple with the third 
horizon. Modern debate over hermeneutics commonly 
speaks, as we have seen, of the two horizons; missiologists 
force us to think of the third. If the second horizon of 
understanding is that of the reader or interpreter of Scrip
ture, that horizon of understanding will be at least roughly 
similar to that of the interpreter's colleague in his own 
culture; so that when the interpreter has fused his own 
horizon of understanding with the first (that of the text) so 
effectively as to have facilitated a true transfer of meaning, 
he becomes capable of learning to think through the meaning 
of the text in his own language and cultural framework; and 
then it is a relatively small step to communicate these fin
dings to his colleague. Of course, the interpreter's own 
understanding may still need considerable correction, 
revision, deepening and so forth; but for the sake of simplify
ing the argument, let us suppose that he is substantially 
right in his understanding of the text, the 'fusion' operatiOil

l 

having been responsibly carried out. If this interpreter now 
wishes to communicate the truth he has learned to ~ person. 
of another culture, of course, he faces the third horizon, that 
of the 'target' person or group. To communicate accurately 
the substance of what he has learned, the interpreter, now 
a witness or preacher of sorts, must fuse the horizon of his 
own understanding with that of the hearer - for a start, he 
must learn a new culture. The truth he wishes to convey 
must then be passed on in the words and actions and 
parameters of that language and culture. That is one of the 
things that makes an effective missionary. In time, the new 
hearer, now a convert, learns to fuse the horizon of his 
understanding with that of the biblical text; and because he 
probably knows his own culture better than the missionary 
ever will, he has the potential, all things being equal, to 
become a far clearer and more effective witness and theo
logian in his own culture than the missionary does. 

One problem, of course, is that the missionary may unwit
tingly incorporate a lot of his own cultural baggage into the 
gospel he is preaching. But that substantial truth can be 
conveyed across cultures is demonstrated by both von 
Allmen and Kraft themselves: they are read, and understood, 
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by Africans and Westerners alike. A second problem is that 
the new convert may have unwittingly picked up some of 
this unnecessary baggage from the missionary. But it is 
precisely in fostering the fusion of the convert's horizon of 
understanding with that of the biblical text, which both 
missionary and convert agree is the basis of authority for 
their shared faith, that there is a possibility of the convert's 
divesting himself of these unwise and sometimes unwitting 
accretions, a possibility of developing a genuinely contextual
ized theology. 

In fact, as I suggested in the introduction, the model can 
become far more complex yet, because each generation of 
believers tries to grapple with the way the gospel given in 
the Bible has been understood in other ages, branches and 
cultures in the history of the church; and this involves still 
more fusing of horizons if true understanding is to be gained. 
That is what makes a competent historian. 94 Moreover, von 
Allmen frequently speaks of a genuine African theology over 
against Western theology, as if these two labels represent 
undifferentiated wholes; whereas in fact there are many 
different Western theologies (not to mention cultures and 
languages) and even more African theologies (and cultures 
and languages). Why should Byang Kato's theology be criti
cised as too subservient to Western thought because it is in 
line with one form of Western evangelicalism, whereas 
Mbiti95 is praised for his genuine African insights even 
though he learned his eschatology in Europe? There is a 
double standard afoot here; and it has less to do with 
questions of contextualization than with animus against evan
gelicalism. It is very difficult to see how Mbiti is more 
'African' than Kato, or vice-versa, in precisely the same way 
that it is difficult to see how Moltmann is more 'Western' 
than Carl F. H. Henry, or vice-versa. 

In short, reflection on the third horizon, which relates to 
the missionary responsibility of the church, sheds light on 
the relation between the first two horizons, and renders 
invalid all theories that depend on the possibility that 
humans locked in space and time can formulate supracultural 
truth supraculturally. This means either that there can be 
no gospel at all (which of course von Allmen would not say), 
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or that the locus of revealed and propositional truth must 
include far more th~n the restricted core some are advancing. 

F. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS 

Where, then, does all this leave us? What is genuinely 
contextualized theology that is faithful to the gospel pre
served and proclaimed in Scripture, and how do we foster' 
it - assuming that we should? 

I should first set out what I mean by contextualization. 
In the past, many missionaries of large spirit and vision 
spoke of the importance of the indigenization of the church. 
By this, as we have seen, they meant to sum up the 'three 
selfs': the church must become self-governing, self-support
ing, and self-propagating. 'Contextualization' goes beyond 
this to include questions of biblical interpretation and theo
logical expression: i.e. the Word of God needs to be 'contextu
alized' in each culture.96 

In many ways, this is surely right. Precisely because each 
culture approaches the Scriptures with its own set of preju
dices and blinkers, it will be able to see, and (initially at any 
rate) be prevented from seeing, certain things that another 
culture might respond to (or fail to respond to) in quite a 
different way. For this reason, not only every culture, but 
ideally every generation in every culture (especially in those 
cultures that are undergoing rapid transition), must get 
involved in its own Bible study, and learn to express and 
apply biblical truth in its own context. In this light African 
theology, indeed, many African theologies, are both necess
ary and possible - as are, say, Portuguese and Taiwanese 
theologies. 

But from the drift of the argument in this paper, I would 
delimit that contextualization of theology by five 
considerations: 

First, the 'given' is Scripture. Of course, other things are 
not less important: prayer, humility, personal knowledge of 
the Saviour, enthusiastic submission to the Lord Jesus 
Christ, and more; but the 'given' data on which any truly 
Christian church must base its theology are the documents 
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of the Word of God. How this model of theology is related 
to the problem of the 'hermeneutical circle' has been worked 
out elsewhere. 97 But a truly contextualized theology is, in 
my view, one in which believers from a particular culture, 
seek to formulate a comprehensive theology in the language 
and categories of their own culture, but based on the whole 
Bible. In doing so, they will want to be informed about many 
other attempts in other languages and cultures; and they will 
struggle with questions such as the relationships amongst the 
biblical covenants, the nature of prophecy and fulfilment, 
and much more. But the line of control is from the Scripture. 
In one sense, therefore, I agree with von Allmen that the
ology has not been properly contextualized if it simply tries 
to take over the effort of some other culture. However, this 
does not entail the abandonment of all contact with other 
theologies, which would be impossible anyway, but only 
that the line of direct control must be from Scripture. 

The stumbling block that has tripped up von Allmen in 
his understanding of contextualization is his sub-biblical 
grasp of the Bible. For whenever there is an attempt to build 
a theology on an alleged supracultural core, or on an entirely 
non-propositional revelation (the Bible in this case being 
nothing more than a faulty witness to that revelation),98 the 
inevitable result is that the real line of authority lies else
where: in the presupposed philosophy (articulated or other
wise), or in the standards and world-view of the culture, or 
in the preferences of the theologian. Western Christendom 
has generated its liberal Jesus, its Marxist Jesus, its Mormon 
Jesus, its unknown but existentialist Jesus, and so forth; but 
from the perspective of the Christian who believes that the 
Scriptures are authoritative, the core problem behind these 
reductionist and faddish theologies is their abandonment of 
the biblical data. Uncontrolled and speculative subjectivity 
is the inevitable result, even though each siren theology 
proclaims itself as the answer. Similarly, if we now cultivate 
various, say, African, Scottish, Indian and Burmese theolog
ies, while abandoning the authority of Scripture, we have 
merely multiplied the subjectivity and speculation of the 
enterprise; and none of these efforts will prove very endur
ing, because at no level will they mesh with the central 
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heritage of biblical Christianity, however expressed in 
diverse cultures. But if by African, Scottish, Indian and 
Burmese theologies we are referring to attempts by nationals 
to work directly from Scripture in order to construct a 
biblically controlled theology each for its own language, 
culture and generation, the enterprise cannot be too highly 
lauded and encouraged; and the result in each case will 
mesh substantially with other efforts elsewhere, once their 
respective 'horizons of understanding' have been fused. And 
where there are disagreements that are not purely linguistic 
or cultural about what the Scriptures actually say, then at 
least in this case there is a common, recognised authority 
that renders further joint study and discussion possible and 
potentially profitable.99 

Second, the study of historical theology is a well-nigh 
indispensable element in the task. As I have already indi
cated, it strikes me as a kind of inverted paternalism to give 
Western students substantial doses of historical theology, 
including the study of theology in many languages and 
cultures not their own, and then advocate keeping such 
information from (say) African believers, unless, presum
ably, Africans are the ones teaching the subject. Yet histori
cal theology should not be taught as if it were normative, 
but should be constantly assessed both culturally and against 
the norm of Scripture. In other words, while von Allmen 
wants to assess streams of inner canonical tradition, as he 
reconstructs them, against the minimalistic, supracultural 
gospel he judges to be normative, I want to assess post
canonical streams of tradition against the 'given' of the canon 
itself. Such study invariably widens the options, generates 
care in biblical interpretation, exposes the thoughtful stu
dent to his or her own blind spots, and enables the thoughtful 
person to detect patterns of genuine continuity, frequent 
doctrinal and ethical sources of contention or objects of 
disbelief, and so forth. 

Third, it follows therefore that a Christian in, say, Lagos, 
Nigeria and another in Oslo, Norway do not have to pass 
each other as ships in the night. They will of course construct 
their theologies along quite different lines, using different 
languages, metaphors, genres, and so forth. But once the 
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linguistic and cultural barriers between them have been 
substantially overcome (as is the case when one of the two 
learns the language and culture of the other), enabling them 
to communicate fairly freely, there is no intrinsic reason 
why these two Christians should not sit down and, with 
patient probing, not only learn from each other but be 
corrected by each other - precisely because each of them 
has learned to fuse his own horizon of understanding with 
that of the Scriptures both hold to be normative. The 
African, for instance, might expose the unbiblical individual
ism of his European counterpart, and show how n1uch of 
the biblical language of the church is 'family' language -
points on which the European may have been insensitive. 
On the other hand, the European may challenge the African 
to ask if his understanding of family solidarity may not have 
been carried too far - perhaps by introducing elements of 
ancestor worship into his theology, even though such wor
ship has no sanction in Scripture. lOo It thus becomes impor
tant for every cultural group to 'do theology' not only for 
its own sake but also because each will contribute something 
valuable to the worldwide understanding of biblical truth. 
But the exchanges must ultimately be reciprocal; and it must 
be recognised that the authority that corrects every culture 
is the Word of God. 

Fourth, although the subject cannot be explored here, 
there are two important theological truths that should be 
borne in mind in this debate. The first is that the Bible's 
teaching on the depravity of fallen human nature, a depravity 
extending even to the natural mind that cannot understand 
the things of God (I Cor. 2: I4), in one sense makes the 
communication process, the transfer of meaning from the 
second horizon to the third, far harder than those who focus 
only on the new hermeneutic can imagine. But conversely, 
the Bible's own solution to this dilemma - the enabling 
work of the Spirit of God, is not afraid to bring God into 
the picture; and is therefore a highly creative and powerful 
'solution'. This is most emphatically not a surreptitious 
appeal to mystical and ill-defined knowledge, but an acknow
ledgement that the Spirit's convicting, transforming, regener
ating work changes attitudes and motives and values that 
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had once erected immense epistemological barriers. Failure 
to wrestle with these two points has led to some serious 
misjudgments even by those who take a high view of 
Scripture.lo~ 

Fzfth, pace von Allmen, there is no reason why Westerners 
should not encourage Africans to develope their own the
ology - just as there is no reason why Africans should not 
encourage us to do a far better job of developing our own. 

The aim must always be to develop indigenous, contextual
ized Christianity that is in hearty submission to Scripture, 
growing in its understanding of and obedience to God's 
Word. If this means, in the West, that we must re-think 
our tendencies toward, say, scepticism, individualism, an 
arrogant sense of racial superiority, and materialism, is 
Byang Kato so wrong when he warns believers in his own 
context of their dangers of falling into syncretism, universa
lism and Christo-paganism? Why should it be thought that 
the Bible can be wielded as a prophetic sword over Western 
culture and not over African culture?102 

The struggle between the views of Kato and von Allmen 
does not ultimately turn only on the way contextualization 
should proceed, but even more on the authority of Scripture; 
and as such, the debate is a reflection of a similar struggle 
throughout Christendom - one which, ironically, is fuelled 
even more by the West's rationalism than it is by post
colonial nationalism. 
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